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ON «WIDTHS OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONAL CLASSES

DEFINED BY LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

Y. MAKOVOZ

Abstract. Let A = Dr + 2rk^l0ak(t)Dk, ak e Ck, be a differential operator and let

Wp(A) be the class of functions x(t) for which \\Ax\\ < 1 in Lp[0,1]. We prove that

the asymptotic behavior of the Kolmogorov widths d„(Wp(A), Lf), 1 </>, q < oo,

when n — oo does not depend on ak.

Let Up he the class of functions x(t) having x(r~X) absolutely continuous on [0,1]

and x(r) E Lp[0,1]. Suppose

(1) • A=D'+rÍak(t)Dk

k = 0

is a linear differential operator, ak E Ck[0, l]and Wp(A) = {x: x E U,\\Ax\\   < 1}.

We shall write Wp(A) = Wpr if A = Dr.

The Kolmogorov «-width of a set IF in a normed linear space X is defined as

dn(W, X) = inf  sup    inf llx — yll^,
r»    x<EW Yer»

where the last infimum is taken over all «-dimensional linear subspaces Tn E X.

The Gelfand «-width of W is defined as

d"(W, X)= inf     sup    Hxll v
1    A-eirnr"

where the infimum is taken over all linear subspaces of codimension «.

The widths dn(Wp(A), Lq) were studied in several papers [1-4]. In particular, the

precise rate of decrease of dn when « -» oo was found in [2] for p = q — oo and in

[4] for// = q = 2 and/? = I, q = 2.

It turned out, in these cases, that the asymptotic behavior of dn(Wp(A), Lq) is

precisely the same for all operators A of the form (1). The purpose of this paper is to

prove that this fact is true for all combinations of p and q.

Theorem. For all p, q, 1 < p,q < oo, and A

d„(Wn(A),La)
(2) lim    "V /     '     <=\.

»-«■   dn(w;,Lq)
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A remarkable feature of the simple proof given below is that it requires neither

explicit construction of optimal subspaces Tn nor even any specific information on

their structure.

Let Lp0, LpX be subsets of Up consisting of functions x(t) for which x(k)(0) = 0 or

x<k)(l) = 0 respectively (k = 0,1,..., r- 1); Lp = Lp0f\LpX,   Wp(A)= Wp(A) n

L;o,    Wp(A) = Wp(A) n UpX,   Wp(A) = Wp(A) n £;.   We  will   write   a„ ~ b„   if

limn^oaan/bn — 1; C,, C2,... will denote positive constants which may depend on

A, r, p,q but do not depend on «.

We shall need the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. There exists such C,, C2 that for all x E LrpQ,

(3) Cl\\x(r)\\p<\\Ax\\p<C2\\xir)\\p       (l</?«oo).

The second of these inequalities is obvious; the first follows from the second and

the fact that Lrp0 is a Banach space in both norms IU(r) II p and || Ax II p.

An immediate consequence of this lemma is that at least the rough order of

decrease of «-widths for H^'and vVp(A) is the same (namely, «"", a = a(p, q, r) > 0).

The next statement can be obtained by a simple geometric argument.

Lemma 2. Let

8(M,e) = supijjcll«: Hjc'II«, < M, \\x\\, <e).

Then 8( M, e) -» 0 // e -» 0 /or a«)' //xeíí A/ > 0.

Lemma 3 [5]. There exists such C3 that for any x E Lrp (1 *£/> < oo), 1 < A: < r,

iu(*)ii,<c^iuiijr"*>/r-iuwii*/r.

Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem we note the following important

duality:

(4) dn(Wp(A),Lq)~dn(Wq.(A'),Lp,),

where//' = p-(p - 1)"', q' = q-(q - l)~x and A' is the adjoint differential opera-

tor.

To prove (4) it suffices to show that

(4') d^Wp(A),Lq} = d»[wq,(A>),Lp.y

o
Indeed,   if   x E Wp(A)   then   x = x0 + z,   where   x0 E Wp(A),   Az = 0.   So

o
dm( Wp(A), Lq) = dm+r(Wp(A), Lq). A similar argument can be applied to Wq,(A').

Let r„ be an arbitrary «-dimensional subspace of Lq. Then

(5) sup        inf ||jc — y|| = sup(x, y)
o yer„

x<EWp(A)

0

where the last supremum is taken over all x E Wp(A), y E Lp., \\y\\p- < 1, y -L Tn.
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We define u by

(6) A'u=y,       uik)(\) = 0       (k = 0,l,...,r- 1).

Then (x, y)— (x, A'u)= (Ax, u) and

(7) sup      (x,y)-      sup      (Ax,u)=   sup   ($,u)=\\u\\p..
0 ° ll?ll„«sl

x<=tVp(A) xdWp(A)

1

It follows from (6) that u E W, (A'). The condition y ± Tn means, in terms of u, that

u belongs to some subspace of codimension «. So, by taking the infimum over Tn in

(5) and (7) we have

dn(Wp(A),Lq)^d"(Wq,(A'),Lp).

The opposite inequality can be obtained by inverting the preceding argument.

It follows from (4) that dn in (2) can be replaced by d". On the other hand, W is

defined by imposing 2r linear conditions on W(A). This produces at most 2r-units

shift of the index « in d" which does not affect the asymptotic behavior of d" since

its order is n'a. So in order to prove the theorem it suffices to prove that

(8) d"{Wp(A),Lq)~d"(w;,Lq).

Now, for a subspace V (codim T" = «), let

(9) sup     IIJCII ^ = e.

Suppose x E Wp(A) n V". We can assume, without loss of generality, that II 4x11,

= 1. On the other hand, by Lemma 1 we have l|xw||   < C{x, so (9) implies that

llxll   *£ C¡xEn. Since x E Lp we also have llx'll^ < Cx~x,

(10) Il x ||p < Il x II00<«(Cf1,Cr1e) = 5

and, by Lemma 2, 5 -» 0 when e -» 0. Combining this fact with Lemma 3 we have

l|jc<*)||,-»0whaie-»0.So

ij=     sup    \\Ax — x<r)|l „ -» 0

x&Wp(A)

if e -» 0. Since x E (1 + ij) • Wpr n T" we have ||xII   < e(l + t/). So if the subspace

T" is 'good' (in terms of d") for Wp it is asymptotically equally good for W(A).

To prove the opposite statement suppose that

sup       ||x||9 = e

xerVp(A)nr"

and let x G Wl n Y". Then, assuming that || jc**"* 11 = 1, we have from Lemma 1

that II4x11, < C2. So, by a similar argument, ||x||? < C2e, \\x\\p < 5(1, C2e) and the

proof can be concluded as above.
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